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Classification is a fundamental process in remote sensing used to relate pixel values to land cover classes present
on the surface. Over large areas land cover classification is challenging particularly due to the cost and difficulty of
collecting representative training data that enable classifiers to be consistent and locally reliable. A novel meth-
odology to classify large volume Landsat data using high quality training data derived from the 500 m MODIS
land cover product is demonstrated and used to generate a 30m land cover classification for all of North America
between 20°N and 50°N. Publically available 30mglobalmonthlyWeb-enabled Landsat Data (GWELD) products
generated from every available Landsat 7 ETM+and Landsat 5 TM image for a three year period, that are defined
aligned to theMODIS land products and are consistently pre-processed data (cloud-screened, saturation flagged,
atmospherically corrected andnormalized to nadir BRDF adjusted reflectance),were classified. TheMODIS 500m
land cover product was filtered judiciously, using only good quality pixels that did not change land cover class in
2009, 2010 or 2011, followed by automated selection of spatially corresponding 30 m GWELD temporal metric
values, to define a large training data set sampled across North America. The training data were sampled so
that the class proportions were the same as the North America MODIS land cover product class proportions
and corresponded to 1% of the 500 m and b0.005% of the 30 m pixels. Thirty nine GWELD temporal metrics for
every 30m North America pixel location were classified using (a) a single random forest, and (b) a locally adap-
tive method with a random forest classifier derived and applied locally and the classification results spatially
mosaicked together. The land cover classification results appeared geographically plausible and at synoptic
scale were similar to the MODIS land cover product. Detailed visual inspection revealed that the locally adaptive
random forest classifications and associated classification confidences were generally more coherent than the
single random forest classification results. The level of agreement between the 30 m classifications and the
MODIS land cover product derived training data was assessed by bootstrapping the random forest implementa-
tion. The locally adaptive random forest classification had higher overall agreement (95.44%, 0.9443 kappa) than
the single random forest classification (93.13%, 0.9195 kappa). The paper concludes with a discussion of future
research including the potential for automated global land cover classification.

© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Satellite data are used to generate large area land covermaps needed
to understand and census anthropogenic activity and the biogeograph-
ical and ecoclimatic diversity of the land surface (Loveland et al., 2000;
Turner et al., 2007). Landsat data provide the longest terrestrial remote
sensing record and have a long history for land cover mapping because
of their moderate spatial resolution and near global coverage (Roy et al.,
2014a; Wulder et al., 2016). The advent of free Landsat data combined
with improving computational and data storage capabilities mean that
large area Landsat land cover products are increasingly being generated.

Recently, 30 m global land cover products were generated using
training data obtained by photo-interpretation of Google Earth imagery
and supervised classification of single Landsat images (Gong et al.,
2013) augmented by 250 m Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectro-
radiometer (MODIS) NDVI time series (Yu et al., 2013; Chen et al.,
2015). Although these global products provide useful information they
typically have fewer land cover classes and lower accuracy than 30 m
national land cover products derived from multi-temporal Landsat
data, such as, for example, the 5-year United States Geological Survey
(USGS) National Land Cover Database (NLCD) that has 16 classes and
82% overall accuracy (Homer et al., 2015; Wickham et al., 2017), or
the annual United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) National
Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) Cropland Data Layer (CDL) that
has 110 classes and 84% overall accuracy (Boryan et al., 2011; Johnson,
2013).
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The current state of the practice for large area multi-temporal land
cover classification is to derive metrics from the time series and then
classify the metrics bands with a supervised (i.e., training data depen-
dent) non-parametric classification approach (Yan and Roy, 2015;
Gómez et al., 2016). The random forest classifier (Breiman, 2001) is a
non-parametric classifier commonly used for land cover mapping
(Lawrence and Moran, 2015; Inglada et al., 2015; Wessels et al., 2016;
Belgiu andDrăguţ, 2016; Gong et al., 2013; Hermosilla et al., 2017). Ran-
dom forests are an ensemble form of decision tree classification. Unlike
decision tree classifiers, each tree is grown using randomly selected pre-
dictor variables, and not just using a random subset of the training data,
to reduce the likelihood of over-fitting the predictor variables to the
training data (Breiman, 2001). In addition, the random forest classifier
may be less sensitive to noise (in the training data and/or satellite
data classified) and may be more efficient than other commonly used
non-parametric classifiers such as support vector machines (Pelletier
et al., 2016).

Supervised classification approaches are not automated due to their
reliance on training data collection with the majority of the classifica-
tion effort expended on training data collection and refinement
(Huang et al., 2008; Townshend et al., 2012; Gong et al., 2013; Egorov
et al., 2015). Training data should be selected to capture all relevant
spectral heterogeneity within and among classes (Foody and Mathur,
2006) and ideally should be collected in a way that satisfies probability
sampling design criteria (Stehman, 2001; Boschetti et al., 2016). Over
large areas the optimal training size and distribution is usually un-
known and is dependent on the satellite data and the classifier used.
For non-parametric classifiers the naturally occurring class distribution,
i.e., a proportional distribution among the classes related to the propor-
tion that they occur in reality, or an equal balance of the training data
among the classes, provide reasonable classification accuracies provided
that there are sufficient training data (Weiss and Provost, 2003; Colditz,
2015). What constitutes a sufficient amount of training data is hard to
define a priori although classification accuracy generally increases
with training set size (Rogan et al., 2008; Yan and Roy, 2015). The appli-
cation of training data derived class signatures to classify other locations
or times becomes less appropriate the further away in space and/or time
that they are applied (Henderson, 1976; Woodcock et al., 2001). For
large area classification researchers have attempted to overcome this
issue by independent classification of geographic strata, for example,
latitudinal strata (DeFries and Townshend, 1994), ecologically defined
strata (Loveland et al., 1991; Homer et al., 2004; Schneider et al.,
2010), or individual images (Gong et al., 2013; Homer et al., 2015) al-
though it is recognized that stratum specific training samples may not
be available if the strata are small and classification inconsistencies
may occur along strata edges.

In the last decade the use of existing land cover maps as a source of
training data has been demonstrated (Knorn et al., 2009; Xian et al.,
2009; Sexton et al., 2013; Jia et al., 2014; Radoux et al., 2014; Wessels
et al., 2016). This is advantageous as it (i) enables the classification to
beundertaken in anautomatedmannerwithout theneed for interactive
and manual training data collection and refinement, (ii) provides a po-
tentially large and geographically distributed training data set, and (iii)
enables the satellite data to be classified with the same legend as the
existing land cover map. Care must be taken to appropriately filter the
land covermap to ensure that only reliably defined training data are ex-
tracted and, as in this study, to accommodate any spatial resolution or
temporal reporting differences between the land covermap and the sat-
ellite data that are to be classified.

The objective of this study is to demonstrate an automated continen-
tal scale 30 m Landsat land cover classification of the recently available
global Web-enabled Landsat Data (GWELD) products using the MODIS
500 m land cover product (Friedl et al., 2010) as a source of training
data. GWELD products generated from every available Landsat 7
ETM+ and Landsat 5 TM image for a three year period for all of North
America between 20°N and 50°N were classified. Over such a large

area the satellite data must be pre-processed consistently to ensure
that training data are broadly applicable (Gray and Song, 2013). The
GWELD products are defined in the same projection as the MODIS
land cover product in 30m tiles and provide consistently pre-processed
data, i.e., cloud-screened, saturation flagged, atmospherically corrected
and normalized to nadir BRDF adjusted reflectance (NBAR) (Roy et al.,
2010a, 2016a). The MODIS 500 m land cover product was filtered judi-
ciously, using only good quality pixels that did not change land cover
class in 2009, 2010 or 2011, followed by automated selection of spatially
corresponding 30 m GWELD metrics values, to define a large training
data set. Thirty nine GWELD 30 m temporal metrics were classified.
The metrics were extracted for each 30 m pixel location considering
three years (2009, 2010 and 2011) of GWELD data together. Two ran-
dom forest classifications were undertaken using the MODIS land
cover product legend excluding the urban and built-up class. First, a sin-
gle random forest was applied to all the North America GWELD metric
data. Second, a locally adaptive random forest was applied to individual
GWELDmetric tiles and the tile classification resultsweremosaicked to-
gether. The locally adaptive random forest classification used the single
random forest classification training data as default but with updated
training samples available from each tile locality. The training data
were sampled so that the relative frequency of the land cover classes
were proportional to their occurrence across North America while en-
suring that all the classes were represented. The level of agreement be-
tween the 30 m classifications and the MODIS land cover product
derived training data was assessed by bootstrapping the random forest
implementation. In addition, maps of the classification confidence, de-
fined for each pixel as the proportion of times over the different random
forest trees that the pixel was classified as the majority class, were
assessed. The classification results were compared with the MODIS
land cover product to gain insights into the scale differences between
the 30 m and 500 m classifications.

2. Data and study area

2.1. Three years of MODIS land cover products

The global Collection 5 annual 500 m MODIS land cover product
(MCD12Q1) (Friedl et al., 2010) for 2009, 2010 and 2011 were used to
define land cover training class labels. The MCD12Q1 International
Geosphere-Biosphere Program (IGBP) classification scheme, which
classifies each 500 m pixel into one of 17 classes (Table 1) and has a
reported 75% overall land cover classification accuracy (Friedl et al.,
2010) was used. In addition, the MCD12Q1 500 m classification
confidence (Land_Cover_Type_1_Assessment) and quality assessment
(Land_Cover_Type_QC) data layers were used to help select only good
quality and high confidence training class labels. TheMCD12Q1 product
is defined in the standard MODIS 10° × 10° MODIS land product tile
system in the equal area sinusoidal projection (Wolfe et al., 1998).

2.2. Three years of global Web-enabled Landsat Data

Monthly 30 m global Web-enabled Landsat Data (GWELD) version
3.0 products publically available from http://globalweld.cr.usgs.gov/
collections/ (and see http://go.nasa.gov/2kLcKto for visualizations)
were classified to generate 30 m land cover maps defined with the
MODIS IGBP land cover classification scheme (Table 1). The GWELD
products have heritage from the Web Enabled Landsat Data (WELD)
products that were generated for ten years over the continuous United
States (CONUS) and Alaska (Roy et al., 2010a). TheWELDproducts have
been used to make CONUS spatially explicit 30 m maps of percent tree
cover, bare ground and other vegetation and their change (Hansen et
al., 2011, 2014), surface water and permanent snow (Egorov et al.,
2015), burned areas (Boschetti et al., 2015), and crop fields (Yan and
Roy, 2016). In addition to providing global coverage, the GWELD prod-
ucts have several algorithm improvements over the WELD products.
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First, they are generated from every available Landsat 5 Thematic Map-
per (TM) and 7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper plus (ETM+) Level 1 T
image held in the United States Landsat archive at the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) Earth Resources Observation and Science (EROS) Center.
Second, the reflective wavelength bands are atmospherically corrected
using the established Landsat EcosystemDisturbance Adaptive Process-
ing System (LEDAPS) that uses a radiative transfer code with aerosol
characterization derived independently for each Landsat acquisition
and using external water vapor and ozone characterizations (Masek et
al., 2006). Third, the reflective wavelength bands are corrected to
nadir BRDF-adjusted surface reflectance (NBAR) using a c-factor BRDF
normalization method and a fixed set of MODIS BRDF spectral model
parameters (Roy et al., 2016a) with a solar zenith definition modeled
to reflect the Landsat 5 and 7 solar zenith that was observed globally
in 2011 (Zhang et al., 2016). Fourth, the GWELD products are stored in
tiles that are nested within the 10° × 10° MODIS land product tiles
(Fig. 1) so it is straightforward to compare the 30 m GWELD products
with any of the standard gridded MODIS land products (Justice et al.,
2002).

EachGWELD tile is composed of 5295×5295 30mpixels. There are 7
× 7 GWELD tiles within eachMODIS land tile (Fig. 1). The GWELD tile lo-
cations are reflected in the filename, designated as hh⟨xx⟩vv⟨yy⟩.h⟨x⟩v⟨y⟩,
where xx and yy are the standard two digit horizontal (0 to 35) and ver-
tical (0 to 17)MODIS land tile coordinates (Wolfe et al., 1998), and x and
y are one digit horizontal (0 to 6) and vertical (0 to 6) GWELD tile

coordinates. Each GWELD tile pixel defines for each month or year the
“best” Landsat 5 TM or Landsat 7 ETM+ observation data available at
the 30 m pixel tile location. The compositing method is based on the
method described in Roy et al. (2010a). The information stored at each
GWELD 30 m tile pixel location include: the atmospherically corrected
NBAR for each Landsat reflective wavelength band and the derived
NDVI, the top of atmosphere brightness temperature, the date each
composited pixel was acquired on, the per-band radiometric saturation
status, two cloud mask values that were derived from the heritage
Landsat project automatic cloud cover assessment algorithm (ACCA)
(Irish et al., 2006) and a decision tree cloud mask algorithm (Roy et al.,
2010a), the number of acquisitions considered in the compositing period,
the sensor (Landsat 5 or 7), the observed solar and sensor angles, and the
solar zenith that the pixel was normalized to, and also an index that can
be used to define the L1T image and the L1T pixel row and column loca-
tion (Roy et al., 2014b).

Monthly GWELD products over the CONUS for three climate years
(i.e., 36 months) from December 2009 to November 2011 were used.
Annual GWELD products are also available but were not used in this
study as theywere not found to improve the land cover classification ac-
curacy. Only the GWELD Landsat TM and ETM+ atmospherically
corrected NBAR for bands 2 (green, 0.53–0.61 μm), 3 (red: 0.63–0.69
μm), 4 (near-infrared: 0.76–0.90 μm for TM and 0.77–0.90 μm for
ETM+), 5 (middle-infrared: 1.55–1.75 μm), and 7 (middle-infrared:
2.08–2.35 μm for TM and 2.09–2.35 μm for ETM+) were used. The

Table 1
The 17 IGBP MODIS MCD12Q1 land cover classes (Friedl et al., 2010) and the percentage of the study area that they cover as defined by the 2010 MCD12Q1 product.

Class Name CONUS area % Class Name CONUS area %

0 Water 3.41 9 Savannas 0.46
1 Evergreen needleleaf forest 6.27 10 Grasslands 23.60
2 Evergreen broadleaf forest 0.73 11 Permanent wetlands 0.64
3 Deciduous needleleaf forest 0.05 12 Croplands 14.31
4 Deciduous broadleaf forest 4.81 13 Urban and built-upa 1.23
5 Mixed forest 12.50 14 Cropland/natural vegetation mosaic 10.44
6 Closed shrublands 0.38 15 Snow and ice 0.02
7 Open shrublands 12.53 16 Barren or sparsely vegetated 1.24
8 Woody savannas 7.38

a Class 13 (urban and built-up) was not used in the GWELD 30 m classification.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the 20°N and 50°N CONUS study area, composed of 561 GWELD 5295 × 5295 30m pixel tile boundaries (white) that are spatially nested within 14 standard MODIS
land 10° × 10° tile boundaries (red) defined in the sinusoidal equal area projection. Note that of the 561 GWELD tiles a total of 511were classified (as 50were labelled by theMODIS land
cover product quality assessment layer as shallow ocean, moderate/continental ocean, or deep ocean and were not considered). The background shows for geographic context the year
2010 version 3.0 GWELD true color NBAR product.

17H.K. Zhang, D.P. Roy / Remote Sensing of Environment 197 (2017) 15–34
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shortest wavelength Landsat TM and ETM+ band 1 (blue: 0.45–0.52
μm) was not used because it is very sensitive to atmospheric scattering
and is not reliably atmospherically corrected (Ju et al., 2012; Roy et al.,
2014b; Claverie et al., 2015). All 30 m GWELD pixel values flagged as
cloudy in both the cloud masks, or as saturated, were discarded from
the analysis.

2.3. Study area

The study area is defined by 14 North America 10° × 10°MODIS land
tiles (Fig. 1, red) located between 20°N and 50°N that encompass all of
the CONUS and parts of northern Mexico, the Caribbean, and southern
Canada. Within the 14 MODIS tiles there were a total of 561 GWELD
tiles (Fig. 1, white). A total of 29,292 Landsat 5 TM and 26,686 Landsat
7 ETM+ Level 1 T images were used to generate the three years of
GWELD data for these tiles. Fifty GWELD tiles were only shallow
ocean, moderate/continental ocean, or deep ocean (as labelled in the
MCD12Q1 quality assessment layer) and so were removed. This
reduced the number of GWELD tiles that were classified from 561 to
511 tiles.

2.4. National Land Cover Database (NLCD) urban layer

It is well established that urban areas are difficult to classify reliably
because they encompass a variety of land cover types and land uses that
even at Landsat 30m scale are oftenmixed spatially (Herold et al., 2003;
Small, 2005; Lu et al., 2008; Griffiths et al., 2010). In this study GWELD
land cover classification was undertaken without using the MODIS
land cover product urban and built-up class (Table 1). Instead, a static
30 m urban mask derived from the 2011 CONUS National Land Cover
Database (NLCD) (Homer et al., 2015) was superimposed over the
GWELD classifications. The 2011 NLCD is available for the CONUS and
includes four urban classes: Developed low, Developed medium, and
Developed high intensity, and an Open Space class (Homer et al.,
2004). These classes were derived from a percent imperviousness map
generated using regression tree techniques applied to Landsat data
and ancillary data including NOAA Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program (DMSP) night light data, road vector data, and USGS National
Elevation Dataset (NED) digital elevation data (Yang et al., 2003;
Homer et al., 2015).

The static CONUS 30 m urban mask was defined using the NLCD
2011Developed low, Developedmedium, and Developed high intensity
classes. The NLCD 2011 Open Space class, that defines vegetation
planted in developed settings for recreation, erosion control, or aesthet-
ic purposes (Homer et al., 2004), was not used as its definition is incon-
sistent with the MODIS land cover product urban and built up class
definition (Schneider et al., 2010). The 2011 NLCD has been validated
with an overall classification accuracy of 82% andwith urban class user's
and producer's accuracies of 84% and 80% respectively (Wickham et al.,
2017). The 2011 NLCD data are defined in the Albers projection and so
were re-projected into the MODIS sinusoidal projection by nearest
neighbor resampling to preserve the classification label values.

3. Method

3.1. WELD monthly metric generation

The supervised non-parametric classification of temporal metrics
derived from Landsat time series is a widely used approach to generate
large area land cover classifications (Hansen et al., 2014; Yan and Roy,
2015; Wessels et al., 2016; Gomez et al. 2016). Temporal metrics, such
as the median value, are insensitive to phenological differences and
missing data. Temporal metrics do not explicitly capture the timing
but rather the amplitude of the reflectance variation and so are insensi-
tive to phenological differences (DeFries et al., 1995; Friedl et al., 2010)
where time series may exhibit different phenological variation at

different locations for the same land cover class (Zhang et al., 2006).
Temporalmetrics are robust tomissing datawhich is important because
Landsat time series have gaps due to cloud cover (Kovalskyy and Roy,
2013), variable Landsat acquisition frequency (Wulder et al., 2016),
and sensor issues (Markham et al., 2004).

The metrics were similar to those used previously to classify 30 m
percent tree cover, bare ground and other vegetation for all the
CONUS using WELD data (Hansen et al., 2011). Specifically, the 20th,
50th (i.e., median) and 80th percentiles of Landsat NBAR bands 2, 3, 4,
5, 7, and of eight normalized NBAR band ratios 4 − 3/4 + 3 (i.e.
NDVI), 5 − 2/5 + 2, 5 − 3/5 + 3, 5 − 4/5 + 4, 7 − 2/7 + 2, 7 − 3/7
+ 3, 7− 4/7 + 4, and 7− 5/7 + 5, were used. The 20th and 80th per-
centiles were used, rather than minimum and maximum values, to re-
duce sensitivity to shadows and residual cloud and atmospheric
contamination effects. This provided a total of 39 metrics for each
30 m GWELD pixel location. The metrics were extracted considering
only April to October because of persistent cloud and snow in the
CONUS winter (Ju and Roy, 2008; Hansen et al., 2011). Thus, a maxi-
mum of 21 possible (seven months of 2009, 2010, 2011) unsaturated
and cloud-free monthly observations were used to derive the metrics
without consideration of the acquisition year, which is a common ap-
proach when inter-annual variation is limited and to ensure more tem-
poral observations are available (Zhu and Woodcock, 2014; Schmidt et
al., 2016). If therewere less than five unsaturated or cloud-free observa-
tions then the GWELD metrics were considered invalid as there were
too few to reliably define the 20th, 50th and 80th percentiles.

3.2. Study area 30 m land cover training pool derivation

Care was taken to ensure that only reliable and representative train-
ing data were extracted as the training data influence directly the
classification accuracy (Foody and Mathur, 2004). A large set of 30 m
training data composed of MODIS land cover class labels (Table 1) and
associated 39 GWELD metrics were extracted systematically across the
study area. For brevity we refer to this as the training pool.

The training pool generation first required the selection of suitable
MODIS 500 m land cover pixels. Only MCD12Q1 pixels that were
classified consistently as the same land cover class over the three years
(2009 to 2011) and that always had classification confidence
(Land_Cover_Type_1_Assessment) N50% and quality assessment
(Land_Cover_Type_QC) set as “goodquality”were considered. Pixels clas-
sified byMCD12Q1 asUrban and built-up, or labelled theMCD12Q1qual-
ity assessment layer as shallow ocean, moderate/continental ocean, or
deep ocean,were not considered. For all the classes, except the deciduous
needleleaf forest class, a spatial filter was applied so that only the
MCD12Q1 pixel locations that had the same land cover class in the sur-
rounding eight 500m pixels were retained. This is similar to previous ap-
proaches (Blanco et al., 2013; Colditz et al., 2012) and was implemented
to help reduce spatial differences between the 500mMCD12Q1 and30m
GWELD data, in particular, 500mpixel edge effectswhere the underlying
land covermay change across 500mpixel boundaries, and also to reduce
the impact of the 50 m 1σMODIS geolocation error and variable across-
track MODIS spatial resolution (Wolfe et al., 2002; Campagnolo et al.,
2016). The deciduous needleleaf forest classwas not subject to the spatial
filtering as no good quality consistent deciduous needleleaf forest 500 m
pixels remained after the spatial filtering. We note that this class is
present in North America (Friedl et al., 2000) but only with a sparse geo-
graphic distribution (Table 1). Fig. 2 illustrates the selection results for a
single 2010MCD12Q1 tile (left) and the reduced number of 500m pixels
after the filtering. In this illustrated example 13.71% of the 500 m pixels
(Fig. 2 left) remain after the filtering (Fig. 2, right).

Within each of the filtered MCD12Q1 500 m product pixels a single
30 m GWELD pixel location was selected. This is complicated because
the spatial arrangement of land cover may be quite different at 500 m
and 30 m. This has not been studied for the CONUS but, for example,
Roy and Kumar (2017) reported that only about 5% of 1 km MODIS
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pixels over the Brazilian Tropical Moist Forest Biome (4 million km2)
contained homogeneous land cover mapped at 30 m. In this study the
following selection processwas implemented and is based on themeth-
od described in Roy et al. (2016a). The GWELD “metric centroid” of all
the 30 m Landsat pixel values falling within the 500 m MODIS pixel
was defined as:

mc ¼ ∑n
i¼1mi=n ð1Þ

where mc (the metric centroid) is a vector of 39 metric average
values (mc

1 ,mc
2 , … ,mc

39) defined from the n 30 m pixels that fall
within the 500 m pixel, and mi is a vector of the 39 GWELD metric
values (mi

1 ,mi
2 , … ,mi

39) for 30 m pixel i. The 30 m pixel that was
selected was the one that minimized:

Δi ¼ mi−mcj j ð2Þ

where Δi is the absolute distance between the metric centroid
vector mc=[mc

1,mc
2, … ,mc

39] and the metric vector at pixel i
(mi=[mi

1,mi
2,… ,mi

39]). If several 30 m pixels had the same Δ value
then one pixel was selected at random. The underlying assumption of
Eqs. (1) and (2) is that the majority of the 30 m pixels have the same
land cover type as the 500 m pixel. Consequently, only MODIS 500 m
pixel locations that were N75% covered by 30 m pixels with valid
GWELD metrics (i.e., 30 m pixel locations where there were five or
more unsaturated cloud-free observations over the three years) were
considered.

The above procedurewas used to generate a trainingpool defined by
a table with 40 columns (the single MCD12Q1 500 m land cover class
label and the corresponding 39 GWELD metrics at each selected 30 m
location) and several million rows (different 500 m pixels across the
study area). The sampling, and so the population of the table rows,
was undertaken systematically from the north west to the south east
across the study area.

3.3. Random forest land cover classification

3.3.1. Overview
Two types of random forest classifications were undertaken. First, a

single random forest was derived and used to classify all the 511

GWELD tiles. Second, a locally adaptive random forest was derived for
each GWELD tile and the resulting 511 tile classification results were spa-
tiallymosaicked together. Both used sub-sets of the training pool sampled
so that the relative class frequency in the training data was proportional
to the study area MCD12Q1 class frequency while ensuring that all 16
classes (all but the Urban and built-up class, Table 1) were included.

The classifications were undertaken using the R RANDOMFOREST
package (http://www.r-project.org/) with default parameter settings
(Liaw and Wiener, 2002). A total of 500 trees were grown with each
tree considering 63.2% of the training data selected at randomwithout re-
placement and considering six randomly selected GWELD metrics per
partition in the tree. Six randomly selected GWELD metrics per partition
were used as this number is approximately the square root of the number
of available predictor variables (the 39 GWELD metrics). Each tree was
used to independently classify the GWELD metrics for each 30 m pixel
and the final land cover class was assigned in the conventional way as
themajority class over the 500 classifications. The resulting classifications
were composed of 16 classes with no urban built-up class (Table 1).

Post-classification, the static NLCD-based CONUS 30 m urban mask
was used to provide a final CONUS classification including an urban def-
inition. Outside the CONUS (approximately 122 of the 511 GWELD
study area tiles) there is no NLCD product. Thus, all CONUS 30 m pixel
locations that were labelled in the NLCD as Developed high, medium
or low urban density were labelled in the final GWLED classification
as Urban and built-up.

3.3.2. Single random forest 30 m land cover classification
A single random forest was applied to all the 511 GWELD tiles. The

number of selected training data samples for each class was defined
by the parameter p as:

n�
i ¼

p
100

nMODIS
i ð3Þ

where ni
∗ is the number of samples for land cover class i selected from

the training pool, p is the percentage (N0 to 100) of the North American
500 m land pixels considered, and ni

MODIS is the total number of study
area MCD12Q1 2010 500 m pixels for class i. Different p values were
considered and the derived ni

∗ values examined to ensure that each
land cover class had sufficient training data selected from the training

Fig. 2. Illustration of theMCD12Q1 500m filtering to select the class labels andwhere the training pool data were defined. Left: exampleMCD12Q1 2010 500m land cover product (colors
correspond to different land cover classes, Table 1) over MODIS land tile h11v04 that covers approximately 1200 × 1200 km (109.0855° to 78.1497°W, 39.7728° to 50.0921°N) and
includes Minneapolis, Chicago and Detroit. Right: the filtered 500 m MCD12Q1 pixels that were classified consistently as the same land cover class over the three years (2009 to 2011)
and that always had classification confidence (Land_Cover_Type_1_Assessment) N50% and quality assessment (Land_Cover_Type_QC) set as “good quality”. Pixels classified as Urban
and built-up (red in left image) were not considered.
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pool. Due to the training pool derivation (Section 3.2) for a given class i
the number of class samples in the training pool (ni) may be smaller
than ni

∗ in which case ni
∗ was set as ni.

The selection of the training data from the training pool was not un-
dertaken randomly but rather in a geographically systematic manner.
Recall that the training pool was defined as a table where the row
order was populated systematically across the study area from the
north west to the south east. A separate table for each land cover class
i was extracted and then a selection was undertaken from each by
extracting everyni∗/ni rowwhereni∗ is defined as Eq. (3), ni is thenumber
of class samples in the training pool, and ni

∗/ni was rounded to the
nearest integer and is ≥1. This helped to ensure that the training data
for each land cover class were distributed across the study area which
may not occur using a simple random sampling scheme.

3.3.3. Locally adaptive random forest 30 m land cover classification
Locally adaptive random forest classificationswere undertaken in an

attempt to reduce signature extension issues. It is well established that
the application of training data class signatures to classify other loca-
tions or times becomes less appropriate if the land cover spectral signa-
tures are different further away in space or time (Henderson, 1976;
Minter, 1978; Woodcock et al., 2001). For example, consider the
MCD12Q1 deciduous broadleaf forest class that has a CONUS range ex-
tending from Maine to Florida. The deciduous broadleaf forest training
data collected over this range will include quite different forest species,
forest structural compositions, understory vegetation, and soils. These
signature extension issues may be confounded by noisy data and resid-
ual data pre-processing errors (Gray and Song, 2013) although we ex-
pect this to be reduced by theGWELDprocessing and the use ofmetrics.

The local areas were defined by GWELD tiles as they have approxi-
mately the same area (159 × 159 km) as Landsat images (170 km
× 180 km) that are used as a spatial unit for national (Homer et al.,
2015) and global land cover mapping (Gong et al., 2013). The class pro-
portions in each tile defined byMCD12Q1were not considered because
of the spatial resolution difference between the 500 m and 30 m pixels
— tiles with a small number of MCD12Q1 500 m classes may contain
more classes at 30 m (this is illustrated in the results). In addition, the
training pool data were not available everywhere due to the filtering
used to generate them (e.g., Fig. 2). For eachGWELD tile a random forest
was generated using, as a default, the single random forest training data
(Section 3.3.2). Local training pool data may exist for the tile that were
not selected to generate the single random forest and these were pref-
erentially used in the local classification. Specifically, the single random
forest training data were replaced with local training pool data while
ensuring that for each class i there were ni

∗ training data samples. In
this way, training samples for all the land cover classes were always
used, including classes that were not present locally. To ensure classifi-
cation consistency across the GWELD tile boundaries the training data
were sampled locally from the training pool for 3 × 3 adjacent tiles to
build a random forest that was then used to classify the central tile. Fi-
nally, the 511 independently derived central tile classifications were
spatially mosaicked together.

3.4. Random forest land cover assessment

3.4.1. Quantitative accuracy assessment against the training pool data
The selected training pool data were considered as “truth” for the

classification and for the following classification accuracy assessment.
The selected MCD12Q1 class labels of the training pool data (classified
consistently as the same MODIS land cover class over the three years
with classification confidence N50% and quality assessment set as
“good quality”) were considered as without error. The classification ac-
curacy was assessed quantitatively by bootstrapping the random forest
implementation (Breiman, 2001) to derive confusion matrix based ac-
curacy metrics. For brevity we sometimes refer to the metric results in
terms of “accuracy” but strictly they quantify the agreement between

the classifications and the MCD12Q1 training pool data. This is
discussed further at the end of this paper.

For the single random forest classification, after each of the 500 trees
was generated using 63.2% of the training data, the remaining ‘out-of-
bag’ (OOB) 32.8% sample was classified with the tree and the classified
out of bag (OOB) results stored. Thus, for 500 trees every training data
sample was typically considered as an OOB sample n = 164 (0.328
× 500) times. For each training sample the majority class over the n
OOB classifications was the classification result. This result, and the cor-
responding training pixel MCD12Q1 class label, was used to populate a
two-way confusion matrix. The locally adaptive random forest classifi-
cation accuracy was assessed in the same way except that only the
OOB samples located within the 511 central GWELD tile were retained.
In this way, one confusion matrix was derived using all 511 central tile
OOB samples. Conventional accuracy statistics, i.e., percent correct (0–
100%), kappa (0–1), and land cover class user's and producer's accura-
cies (0–100%) (Foody, 2002), were derived from the two confusion
matrices.

The entire training pool was not used for the accuracy assessment
because, as described in the results (Section 4.1), the training pool selec-
tion criteria meant that several of the classes had relatively small num-
bers of training pool pixels and so they were all used to generate the
classifications. Only the accuracy of the classes in the random forest
classifications could be considered due to the bootstrapping and so
the accuracy of the NLCD derived urban mask was not measured.

3.4.2. Classification quality confidence maps
Spatially explicit 30 m maps of classification confidence were de-

rived to provide insights into the classification performance. They do
not measure accuracy but rather provide an indication of the classifica-
tion quality. The confidencewas defined for each pixel as the proportion
of times over the 500 trees that the pixel was classified as the majority
class (McIver and Friedl, 2001). The maximum possible confidence
was 1.0 (all 500 trees classify a pixel as the same class) and the mini-
mumwas 0.0625 (=1/16, i.e., when all the 16 classes are evenly distrib-
uted among the 500 trees). Other confidence measures, such as the
second most common class or the number of unique classes that the
pixel was classified as over the different trees (Dieye et al., 2011;
Friedl et al., 2010) were implemented but due to paper length restric-
tions their results are not included in this study.

3.4.3. Comparison with the MCD12Q1 land cover classification
To complement the above assessments the 2010 MCD12Q1 500 m

land cover product was compared to the 30 m random forest classifica-
tions except for locations labelled in the MCD12Q1 quality assessment
layer as shallow ocean, moderate/continental ocean, or deep ocean. As
the MCD12Q1 product includes the Urban and built-up class the 30 m
NLCD urban mask was considered to ensure an unbiased comparison.
Consequently, the following comparison was restricted to the CONUS
where the NLCD is defined. The comparison does not assess the accura-
cy or quality of the random forest classifications but provides insights
into the relative over- or under-estimation of the class proportions be-
tween the two scales of classification.

The 2010 MCD12Q1 500 m land cover pixels were resampled to
30m and compared on a pixel by pixel basis with the 30m random for-
est land cover classifications. For each of the 17 land cover classes (Table
1) the proportion of the resampled 30 m MCD12Q1 pixels classified as
another (or the same) class in the 30 m Landsat random forest classifi-
cation was derived considering all the CONUS pixels as:

pba ¼ ∑i; j∈CONUS MCD12 i; jð Þ ¼¼ að Þ&& Landsat i; jð Þ ¼¼ bð Þð Þ
∑i; j∈CONUS MCD12 i; jð Þ ¼¼ að Þ ð4Þ

where pa
b is the proportion of the resampled 30 m MCD12Q1 class a

pixels classified as class b in the 30 m random forest land cover classifi-
cation, and MCD12(i,j) and Landsat(i,j) denote the MCD12Q1 and the
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Landsat random forest classification values at pixel (i,j) respectively.
This was undertaken for all class combinations, i.e., for class numbers
a∈{0…16} and b∈{0…16}. The 500 mMCD12Q1 pixels may be classi-
fied as several other classes in the 30 m random forest classifications
and this is captured for all the CONUS by the range of pab∈{0…16}! =a

values for each class a.

4. Results

4.1. Training pool data and sub-sampling analysis

The training pool was defined by 4,182,823 different 500m pixel lo-
cationswithMCD12Q1 land cover class labels and 39 associated GWELD
30 m metrics. This corresponded to 8.44% of the total number of the
study area MCD12Q1 2010 500 m land pixels. The training pool data
were distributed across the study area and only 20 of the 511 GWELD
tiles had no training pool data of which 16 were coastal tiles with only
small land portions. However, when considering 3 × 3 neighboring
GWELD tiles there was only one tile with no training pool data (over
Bermuda in the Atlantic Ocean). Table 2 summarizes the total number
of samples by land cover class in the training pool and their relative per-
centages. Evidently, due to the training pool derivation (Section 3.2),
the relative percentage of training pool class samples is different to
the study area MCD12Q1 2010 class samples that are also summarized.

Table 3 summarizes the number of training samples when p=0.2%,
0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8%, 1.0%, 1.5%, 2.0% of the North American MODIS land
pixels are extracted balanced to the study area MCD12Q1 class propor-
tions as Eq. (3). The grassland (class 10) and the snow and ice (class 15)
classes have the greatest and smallest number of selected training data
reflecting their relatively common and rare occurrence in the study area
MCD12Q1 2010 classification (Table 2), respectively. In general, the
number of class training samples increases with p. For some classes, in
particular snow and ice (class 15), but also closed shrublands (class
6), woody savannas (class 8), and savannas (class 9), there were insuf-
ficient training samples in the training pool relative to the frequency of
the other classes to enable balancing to the study area MCD12Q1 class
proportions.

Table 4 summarizes the average percentage of study area land cover
class training data samples (Table 3) that can be replaced by local train-
ing pool data over the 511 land 3 × 3 GWELD tile neighborhoods for dif-
ferent p values. For each class the average percentage replaced reduces
with greater p. This is reasonable as greater p provides more training
samples in the study area MCD12Q1 class portion balanced training
data set (Table 3) and so fewer local samples remain in the training
pool. For woody savanna (class 8) there were never any (0% on average,
Table 4) additionally available samples locally.

The selection of a suitable p value for trainingdata sampling from the
training pool is an ill-posed optimization problem. This is illustrated in
Fig. 3 which shows the impact of changing the p value (p = 0.2%, 0.4%,
0.6%, 0.8%, 1.0%, 1.5%, 2.0% as Tables 3 and 4) on the single (black dotted
lines) and locally adaptive (black solid lines) random forest classifica-
tion accuracies for three exampleGWELD tiles. Strictly, theplotted accu-
racy results quantify the bootstrapped level of agreement between the
classifications and the MCD12Q1 training pool data but for brevity we
refer to the agreement as accuracy in this section.

For large p (not illustrated in Fig. 3) the single and the locally adap-
tive classification accuracies converge. The single random forest classifi-
cation accuracy generally increases with p as more training data are
extracted from the training pool (Table 3) and so there is an increased
likelihood of capturing spectral heterogeneity within and among clas-
ses. Conversely, larger p values decrease the percentage of local training
samples relative to the total used (shown by red lines) and so the locally
adaptive classifications become less locally representative. Thus, typi-
cally, the locally adaptive classification accuracies (black solid lines) de-
crease with greater p. The exception is the Minnesota example (Fig. 3
right) that exhibits increasing locally adaptive classification accuracy Ta
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Table 3
Number of study area (Fig. 1) training data samples (ni∗) for each land cover class considering different percentages (p) of the study area 500 m pixels and balancing the class proportions according to the MCD12Q1 class proportions as Eq. (3).

p (%) Land cover class Row sum

0. Water 1.
Evergreen
needleleaf
forest

2.
Evergreen
broadleaf
forest

3.
Deciduous
needleleaf
forest

4.
Deciduous
broadleaf
forest

5. Mixed
forest

6. Closed
shrublands

7. Open
shrublands

8. Woody
savannas

9.
Savannas

10.
Grasslands

11.
Permanent
wetlands

12.
Croplands

14.
Cropland/natural
vegetation mosaic

15.
Snow
and ice

16. Barren or
sparsely
vegetated

0.2 3423 6339 728 45 4902 12,520 381 12,551 5690 483 23,759 651 14,324 10,873 21 1256 97,946
0.4 6886 12,435 1436 91 9104 25,585 668 25,103 5690 724 47,518 1303 28,649 21,747 38 2435 189,412
0.6 10,270 19,018 2215 136 15,932 36,779 1336 39,448 5690 1449 69,693 1882 42,351 32,621 64 3896 282,780
0.8 13,613 24,870 2953 182 21,243 49,038 1336 55,227 5690 1449 95,036 2420 57,298 43,495 96 4870 378,816
1.0 17,217 32,331 3544 234 21,243 65,385 2672 69,034 5690 1449 116,155 3388 69,577 65,243 96 6493 479,751
1.5 25,451 46,188 5316 328 31,865 98,077 2672 92,045 5690 1449 174,233 4235 108,231 65,243 193 9740 670,956
2.0 34,434 64,663 7594 410 63,731 117,693 2672 138,068 5690 1449 261,349 5646 139,154 130,486 193 12,987 986,219

Table 4
Average percentage of study area (Fig. 1) land cover class training data samples (ni∗) (Table 3) that are replaced by local training pool data over the 511 3 × 3 GWELD tile neighborhoods considering different percentages (p) of the study area 500 m
pixels.

p (%) Land cover class Row mean

0. water 1. Evergreen
needleleaf
forest

2. Evergreen
broadleaf
forest

3. Deciduous
needleleaf
forest

4. Deciduous
broadleaf
forest

5. Mixed
forest

6. Closed
shrublands

7. Open
shrublands

8. Woody
savannas

9.
Savannas

10.
Grasslands

11.
Permanent
wetlands

12.
Croplands

14. Cropland/Natural
Vegetation mosaic

15.
Snow
and ice

16. Barren or
sparsely
vegetated

0.2 24.073 12.814 4.504 23.596 8.239 15.178 1.847 9.414 0.000 1.384 19.666 8.293 25.271 10.572 0.438 9.620 10.932
0.4 17.231 10.942 3.686 15.251 5.917 12.986 1.312 7.296 0.000 0.963 15.337 6.261 18.562 6.332 0.227 8.309 8.163
0.6 14.377 9.752 3.385 11.888 3.862 11.775 0.675 5.500 0.000 0.000 12.548 5.237 15.459 4.382 0.131 6.508 6.592
0.8 12.817 8.903 3.213 9.568 2.848 10.548 0.675 4.325 0.000 0.000 10.540 4.539 13.005 3.229 0.084 5.841 5.633
1.0 11.657 7.963 3.116 7.796 2.848 9.021 0.000 3.616 0.000 0.000 9.368 3.744 11.583 1.746 0.084 4.827 4.836
1.5 10.046 6.461 2.776 5.741 1.672 6.849 0.000 2.777 0.000 0.000 6.992 3.079 8.714 1.746 0.000 3.399 3.766
2.0 8.990 5.028 2.311 4.389 0.000 5.863 0.000 1.640 0.000 0.000 4.905 2.379 7.350 0.000 0.000 2.558 2.838
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with p up to 1.5%, although there is relatively little variation in the single
or locally adaptive random forest classification accuracy (b1.5% for the
different illustrated p values). As both classificationmethods provide ac-
curacies of about 90% this suggests that the local Minnesota class train-
ing data are not dissimilar to the class training pool data for the rest of
the study area.

Importantly, for all the illustrated Fig. 3 examples, the locally adap-
tive classifications are systematically more accurate (by 3.75% to
9.84%) than the single random forest classifications. The optimal p
value for the locally adaptive classification is unknown a priori as it is de-
pendent on the local training data availability and quality relative to the
training pool. A data driven solution to find the optimal p value is sug-
gested. For example, one where the locally adaptive (Fig. 3, black solid
line) classification results are generated for different p values and the
value that maximizes the classification accuracy is selected. However,
this is computationally prohibitive as it means classifying the data mul-
tiple times. Consequently, in this study a single fixed p value was used.

In this study a 1.0% p value was used for the single and locally adap-
tive random forest classifications. This provided 479,751 training pixels
balanced among classes, as Eq. (3), according to the study area
MCD12Q1 2010 class proportions (Table 3). Thus, 479,751 training
pixels were selected from the training pool and used for the single ran-
dom forest classification. The locally adaptive random forest classifica-
tion also used these 479,751 training pixels but replaced them on a
class basis with available local training pool data. For p = 1.0% three
of the classes have no locally updated training samples updated over
the study area 3 × 3 GWELD tile neighborhoods (Table 4). Specifically,
woody savannas (class 8) never has locally updated training samples
for any p and savannas (class 9) and closed shrublands (class 6) only
have locally updated data when p is not N0.4% and 0.8% respectively.
For the remainder of the classes, when p=1.0%, the average percentage
of the study area land cover class training samples replaced by local
training pool samples varies among the classes from 0.084% to
11.657% and when considering all classes the average is 4.836% (Table
4). This was judged to be a suitable compromise as using a lower p re-
duced the amount of training data used (Table 3). We note that for
both the single and locally adaptive random forest classifications using
479,751 training pixels provides a considerable training data set. For
comparison, only 91,433 training sampleswere used to generate a glob-
al nine class 30mLandsat land cover classification (Gong et al., 2013; Yu
et al., 2013).

4.2. Single random forest 30 m land cover classification

Fig. 4 shows the single random forest 30 m classification generated
using the 500 trees applied to all 511 GWELD tiles. There were a total
of 11,967,033,918 30 m pixels of which 11,951,131,523 (99.87%) were
classified, while 15,902,395 (0.13%) were unclassified because there

were less than five valid observations over the 36 months of GWELD
data. Superimposed on the GWELD classification, shown in red, is the
NLCD-based CONUS 30m urban mask. At this synoptic scale, the classi-
fication appears geographically plausible and is similar to the 2010
MCD12Q1 500 m classification (Fig. 8, Section 4.4).

Fig. 5 shows the CONUS classification confidence image, i.e., the pro-
portion of times over the 500 trees that each pixel was classified as the
majority class (Section 3.4.2). The confidence values do notmeasure ac-
curacy but rather provide an indication of the classification quality. Con-
sidering the non-missing pixels the confidence varies from 0.13 to 1.0
with a median of 0.77 (mean of 0.749) which indicates reasonable con-
fidence for 16 classes. The spatial distribution of the classification confi-
dence data is of interest. High confidences typically occur over water
bodies which is expected, as water is spectrally quite different to other
classes in Landsat data (Sheng et al., 2016), and also over the extensive
deserts and drylands across the CONUS which is presumably because
bright soils are markedly spectrally different and more temporally sta-
ble than the other classes. Low classification confidence is apparent
over certain agricultural regions reflecting the diversity of crop types
that can have complex spectral and temporal signatures (Chang et al.,
2007; Johnson and Mueller, 2010; Yan and Roy, 2015). The urban
mask regions (red in Fig. 4) are quite apparent in the classification con-
fidence image and typically have the lowest confidence (Fig. 5), for ex-
ample, over Chicago that is located on the south west corner of Lake
Michigan (detail in Fig. 2). This is expected as the GWELD classification
did not include an urban class. A total of 2.37% of the CONUS pixelswere
overwritten with the NLCD-based 30 m urban mask. It is interesting to
note that these urban pixel locations were not frequently classified as
barren or sparsely vegetated (1.77%, class 16) but rather weremore fre-
quently classified as croplands (30.16%, class 12), grasslands (23.67%,
class 10), cropland/natural vegetation mosaic (20.59%, class 14), and
open shrublands (13.09%, class 7). This likely reflects, except for desert
cities and dense central business districts, the documented and nation-
ally variable presence of vegetationwithin U.S. urban areas (Pataki et al.,
2006).

Table 5 reports the single random forest classification confusionma-
trix and the class producer's and user's accuracies that quantify the level
of agreement between the classification and the rigorously filtered
MCD12Q1 class labels present in the bootstrapped training pool data.
The overall classification level of agreement is high, with a 93.13% per-
cent correct and 0.9195 kappa. The user's and producer's accuracies
were both N90% for the following ten classes:water (class 0), evergreen
needleleaf forest (class 1), mixed forest (class 5), closed shrublands
(class 6), open shrublands (class 7), grasslands (class 10), permanent
wetlands (class 11), croplands (class 12), snow and ice (class 15), and
barren or sparsely vegetated (class 16). The user's and producer's accu-
racies were N83% for all the other classes except for deciduous
needleleaf forest (class 3) and woody savannas (class 8). These results

Fig. 3. Sensitivity of random forest classification accuracy to the percentage of the North American MODIS land pixels sampled (p) for three GWELD tiles. Overall classification accuracies
derived from the tile OOB samples for the single random forest classification (black dotted lines) and the locally adaptive random forest classification (black lines). The red lines show the
percentage of the single random forest training data replacedwith local training pool samples used in the locally adaptive classification. The California hh08vv05.h2v2 tile (left) is covered
predominantly by MCD12Q1 classes cropland (57.0%), open shrublands (12.4%) and grasslands (12.0%), the Oregon hh09vv04.h2v5 tile (middle) is mainly grasslands (96.9%), and the
Minnesota hh11vv04.h4v1 tile (right) is covered by mixed forest (39.1%), cropland/natural vegetation mosaics (27.1%), and cropland (19.1%).
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indicate quite reasonable classification accuracies. Deciduous needleleaf
forest (class 3) had a markedly poor accuracy with a 33.3% user's and
0.4% producer's accuracy. Notably, this was the one class for which the
training pool data were not generated using the spatial filter (Section
3.2) because no good quality consistent deciduous needleleaf forest
MCD12Q1 500 m pixels remained after the filtering. We note also that
this class was frequently (143 of 234 training samples) confused with
the mixed forest (class 5) which has a similar class definition. Woody
savannas (class 8) had producer's and user's accuracies of 72.0% and
90.3% respectively and was often classified as grasslands (class 10),
croplands (class 12), or cropland/natural vegetation mosaic (class 14).
Again this may be because of the relative scarcity of training data for
this class (Table 3). The results in Table 5 are quite similar but higher
than those reported for the global MODIS collection 5 MCD12Q1 prod-
uct (Table 4 in Friedl et al., 2010).

4.3. Locally adaptive random forest 30 m land cover classification

Fig. 6 shows the locally adaptive random forest 30 m classification.
The overall level of agreement between the classification and the rigor-
ously filteredMCD12Q1 class labels present in the bootstrapped training
pool data is about 2% higher than for the single random forest classifica-
tion,with a 95.44% correct and 0.9443 kappa. At this synoptic scale there
is noevident difference between these results and the Fig. 4 classification
results. The classification confidence also appears similar to Fig. 5 and so
is not illustrated. Considering all the non-missing pixels the confidence
varies from 0.13 to 1.0 with a median of 0.79 (mean 0.761) which is on
average slightly higher than for the single random forest classification.

Fig. 7 illustrates two example full resolution 1000 × 1000 30m pixel
subsets of the locally adaptive classification selected over regions of pre-
dominantly cropland (left) and deciduous broadleaf forest (right).

Fig. 4. Single random forest 30m land cover classification derived using 479,751 training pixels drawn balanced to the study areaMCD12Q1 class proportions from the training pool (p=
1.0%, Table 3). The urban and built-up class (red) over the CONUS was defined by the static NLCD-based CONUS 30 m urban mask (Section 2.4).

Fig. 5. Classification confidence map (highest confidence 1.0 shown in white) for the single random forest classification illustrated in Fig. 4.
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Table 5
Single random forest 30 m classification (Fig. 4) confusion matrix results. A total of 479,751 classified “out-of-bag” (OOB) samples for 16 classes (Table 1) were used to derive the confusion matrix counts. The class producer's and user's accuracies
quantify the level of agreement between the classification and the rigorously filtered MCD12Q1 class labels present in the bootstrapped training pool data.

Training land cover class

0. Water 1.
Evergreen
needleleaf
forest

2.
Evergreen
broadleaf
forest

3.
Deciduous
needleleaf
forest

4.
Deciduous
broadleaf
forest

5.
Mixed
forest

6. Closed
shrublands

7. Open
shrublands

8.
Woody
savannas

9.
Savannas

10.
Grasslands

11.
Permanent
wetlands

12.
Croplands

14.
Cropland/natural
vegetationmosaic

15.
Snow
and
ice

16. Barren
or sparsely
vegetated

Row
sum

User's
accuracy
(%)

Classified
land cover
class

0 17,193 9 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 5 16 0 0 0 0 17,228 99.8
1 4 30,506 69 26 2 1047 63 11 195 22 71 24 11 16 0 0 32,067 95.1
2 0 8 3059 0 19 84 0 0 33 0 0 6 4 17 0 0 3230 94.7
3 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 33.3
4 0 3 73 1 17,807 1165 0 0 47 0 0 0 2 1944 0 0 21,042 84.6
5 4 1403 263 143 1370 61,475 0 0 70 0 4 89 20 1470 0 0 66,311 92.7
6 0 81 0 0 0 0 2493 33 32 4 19 0 4 1 0 0 2667 93.5
7 1 7 0 0 0 0 21 66,381 15 7 2250 0 199 0 1 107 68,989 96.2
8 0 141 1 10 5 50 22 15 4096 42 72 4 26 51 0 0 4535 90.3
9 0 12 0 0 1 0 1 13 34 1270 9 0 1 0 0 0 1341 94.7
10 2 68 0 4 2 2 37 2414 382 103 111,933 9 1490 90 2 8 116,546 96.0
11 13 29 2 26 2 58 1 0 5 1 95 3232 48 42 0 0 3554 90.9
12 0 18 3 3 42 15 18 89 407 0 1512 2 63,479 4236 0 0 69,824 90.9
14 0 45 74 17 1993 1487 16 0 374 0 156 6 4293 57,375 0 0 65,836 87.1
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 92 1 94 97.9
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 78 0 0 28 0 0 0 1 6377 6484 98.3

Column
sum

17,217 32,331 3544 234 21,243 65,385 2672 69,034 5690 1449 116,155 3388 69,577 65,243 96 6493 479,751

Producer's
accuracy
(%)

99.9 94.4 86.3 0.4 83.8 94.0 93.3 96.2 72.0 87.6 96.4 95.4 91.2 87.9 95.8 98.2
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These examples were selected specifically because they are centered on
the intersection of four neighboring GWELD tiles (the corner of each tile
occupies a subset quadrant) and were classified using largely different
amounts of locally updated training data. There is no tile classification
boundary apparent in these two examples. This is because 3 × 3
GWELD tiles were used for the local training sample updating and the
resulting random forest was used to classify the central tile.

Table 6 reports the CONUS locally adaptive classification confusion
matrix and the producer's and user's accuracies that quantify the level
of agreement between the classification and the rigorously filtered
MCD12Q1 class labels present in the bootstrapped training pool data.
As for the single random forest results (Table 5) the user's and
producer's accuracies were both N90% for ten of the sixteen classes.

Considering both the user's and producer's accuracy the croplands
class (12) has the greatest accuracy improvement in the locally adaptive
classification compared to the single random forest classification with
2.7% and 5.6% higher producer's and user's accuracy. This is likely be-
cause croplands are spatially and temporally highly variable. For exam-
ple, the USDA 30 m Cropland Data Layer (CDL) product maps N100
CONUS crop types (Boryan et al., 2011; Johnson and Mueller, 2010)
and multiple crops can be rotated over several years (Plourde et al.,
2013). Moreover, the same crop type in different regions may have dif-
ferent soils, growing seasons and vigor, and be subject to different crop
management practices and weather that effect its discrimination using
satellite data (Doraiswamy et al., 2004; Boryan et al., 2011; Yan and
Roy, 2015).

Fig. 6. Locally adaptive random forest 30m land cover classification derived using 479,751 training pixels with locally replaced training pixels from each 3 × 3 GWELD tile area (p=1.0%,
Table 4). The urban and built-up class (red) was defined by the static NLCD-based CONUS 30 m urban mask (Section 2.4).

Fig. 7. Locally adaptive random forest 1000 × 1000 30m land cover classification results for Herington, Kansas (left) and for the Crown City (Ohio) andMill Creek (West Virginia) wildlife
management areas to the north of Milton and Hurricane (West Virginia) (right), each centered on the intersection of four adjacent GWELD tiles. The four tiles (left) hh10vv05.h2v0,
hh10vv05.h3v0, hh10vv05.h2v1, hh10vv05.h3v1 were classified using 21.75%, 2.47%, 13.77% and 0.98% of the training data samples replaced locally from the training pool. The four
tiles (right) hh11vv05.h3v0, hh11vv05.h4v0, hh11vv05.h3v1 and hh11vv05.h4v1 were classified using 14.70%, 2.81%, 15.74% and 2.11% of the training data samples replaced locally
from the training pool. The class colors and labels are provided in Fig. 6 and Table 1 respectively.
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Table 6
Locally adaptive random forest 30m classification (Fig. 6) confusionmatrix results. A total of 2,222,105 classified “out-of-bag” (OOB) samples for 16 classes (Table 1) were used to derive the confusionmatrix counts considering the training samples
located within each of the 511 GWELD tiles. The class producer's and user's accuracies quantify the level of agreement between the classification and the rigorously filtered MCD12Q1 class labels present in the bootstrapped training pool data.

Training land cover class

0.
Water

1.
Evergreen
needleleaf
forest

2.
Evergreen
broadleaf
forest

3.
Deciduous
needleleaf
forest

4.
Deciduous
broadleaf
forest

5.
Mixed
forest

6. Closed
shrublands

7. Open
shrublands

8.
Woody
savannas

9.
Savannas

10.
Grasslands

11.
Permanent
wetlands

12.
Croplands

14.
Cropland/natural
vegetation
mosaic

15.
Snow
and
ice

16.
Barren or
sparsely
vegetated

Row sum User's
accuracy
(%)

Classified
land
cover
class

0 107,891 53 0 26 0 12 0 0 0 0 23 98 0 0 1 0 108,104 99.8
1 34 164,321 288 165 2 3940 68 20 183 17 340 37 53 30 0 0 169,498 96.9
2 0 7 11,236 0 45 173 0 0 18 0 0 5 2 23 0 0 11,509 97.6
3 7 5 0 43 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 73 58.9
4 0 4 147 1 43,757 4439 0 0 59 0 0 0 15 3230 0 0 51,652 84.7
5 64 5628 899 807 3190 364,659 0 0 82 0 17 231 106 2796 0 0 378,479 96.3
6 0 202 0 0 0 0 2484 70 32 4 90 0 16 0 0 0 2898 85.7
7 0 21 0 0 0 0 29 186,799 16 6 7588 0 1079 0 0 158 195,696 95.5
8 0 520 2 38 9 243 21 21 4079 42 158 6 89 94 0 0 5322 76.6
9 0 47 0 0 2 0 1 28 35 1282 38 0 3 0 0 0 1436 89.3
10 10 250 0 38 6 19 36 4913 371 96 644,611 26 7979 200 5 21 658,581 97.9
11 129 150 8 160 8 284 0 0 4 1 253 10,911 209 94 0 0 12,211 89.4
12 0 84 1 40 71 101 14 263 429 1 5044 5 444,852 9775 0 0 460,680 96.6
14 0 135 189 125 3934 7041 19 0 382 0 621 13 19,303 114,244 0 0 146,006 78.2
15 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 93 1 101 92.1
16 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 185 0 0 53 0 3 0 0 19,617 19,859 98.8

Column
sum

108,136 171,427 12,770 1444 51,024 380,928 2672 192,299 5690 1449 658,842 11,333 473,709 130,486 99 19,797 2,222,105

Producer's
accuracy
(%)

99.8 95.9 88.0 3.0 85.8 95.7 93.0 97.1 71.7 88.5 97.8 96.3 93.9 87.6 93.9 99.1
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The producer's accuracy is used to compare classification algorithms
as it quantifies for a given class in the training data howmany are clas-
sified correctly (Story and Congalton, 1986). The class producer's accu-
racies are comparable (within 1%) or greater for the locally adaptive
random forest (Table 6 bottom row) than for the single random forest
classification (Table 5 bottom row). Only the snow and ice (class 15)
has lower (by N1%) producer's accuracy in the locally adaptive classifi-
cation. The reason for this cannot be reliably interpreted however
given the relatively small number of snow and ice samples considered.
The user's accuracy quantifies how often a class in the classification is
present on the surface (assuming that the training data capture the sur-
face class distributions) (Story and Congalton, 1986). Direct comparison
of the class user's accuracy for the two classification methods cannot be
undertaken reliably due to the different number and spatial sampling of
“out-of-bag” (OOB) samples considered between the methods. Of note
however, is that six of the sixteen classes have greater (by N1%) user's
accuracy in the locally adaptive classification (Table 6 right column)
than the single random forest classification (Table 5 right column).
The classes with lower locally adaptive user's accuracy typically have a
low average percentage of training samples replaced by the local train-
ing pool data (Table 4). In particular, no local training data were avail-
able for closed shrublands (class 6), woody savannas (class 8) and
savannas (class 9) and these classes have the smallest user's accuracies
(85.7%, 76.5% and 89.3% respectively) for the locally adaptive classifica-
tion compared to the single random forest classification (93.5%, 90.3%
and 94.7% respectively).

4.4. Comparison of the 30 m Landsat and 500 m MODIS land cover
classifications

Fig. 8 illustrates the 2010MCD12Q1 500m land cover productwhich
at this scale is generally consistent with the single (Fig. 4) and locally
adaptive (Fig. 6) random forest 30 m classifications. Some regional dif-
ferences are apparent however. In particular, North Dakota and the Ca-
nadian border region were classified as cropland (class 12) by
MCD12Q1 (Fig. 8) but also as grassland (class 10) in the 30m classifica-
tions (Figs. 4 and 6). This northern great plain region is characterized by
a mixture of grassland and croplands (Sleeter et al., 2013). Another ap-
parent synoptic scale difference is in the northwest Canadian boreal for-
est that was classified by MCD12Q1 as evergreen needle leaf forests
(class 1) and mixed forests (class 5) but classified predominantly as
mixed forests in the 30 m classifications (class 5). This region is

dominated by needle leaf forests but also has extensive patches of her-
baceous and grass species in forest disturbance (logging and fire) areas
(Hermosilla et al., 2016; Bartels et al., 2016).

Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate two example 27 × 27 km subsets with six
panels showing the MODIS MCD12Q1 500 m classification (top left),
the 30 m single random forest classification (middle left), and the
30m locally adaptive classification (bottom left) and the corresponding
30 m classification confidence maps (middle right and bottom right).
For geographic context a true color 30 m GWELD 2010 annual compos-
ite is also shown (top right). These examples are in the CONUS and so
include the NLCD urban mask (red classified pixels). The spatial resolu-
tion differences between the MODIS 500 m and the Landsat 30 m clas-
sifications are striking. Areas that are classified into a small number of
500 m MCD12Q1 land cover classes contain other additional classes
that are captured at 30 m. This illustrates why using only local training
data defined from MCD12Q1 is inappropriate for 30 m classification as
local 500 m training data may not capture classes that are actually
present.

Fig. 9 shows a region of S.E. Oregon that is classified by MCD12Q1
into six classes, predominantly grasslands (class 10, 94.8%) and open
shrublands (class 7, 4.3%). In the 30m classifications these class propor-
tions are quite different with notably less grassland (82.3% and 61.2% in
the locally adaptive and single random forest classifications respective-
ly) and more open shrublands (12.6% and 33.4% in the locally adaptive
and single random forest classifications respectively) and a minority
of 30 m pixels classified into five new classes. The green circular pivot
irrigation field (that appears elliptical due to the sinusoidal projection)
in the north west corner of the true color GWELD 2010 annual compos-
ite is correctly classified as cropland (class 12) in both the 30m classifi-
cations but is under-represented in MCD12Q1 likely due to the coarser
500m resolution. Similarly, the diagonal road apparent in the S.E. corner
of the 30 m classifications (red) is not present in MOD12Q1. Across the
subset the locally adaptive 30 m classification appears more coherent
than the single random forest classification, particularly because the
open shrubland (class 7) classified pixels are spatially more coherent
and replace pixels classified in the single random forest classification
as grassland (class 10). Shrublands and grasslands that coexist are
often difficult to classify reliably as they can be spectrally similar
(Wickham et al., 2013; Gibbes et al., 2010). Notably, the classification
confidence for the shrublands and grasslands classes is higher for the lo-
cally adaptive classification than the single random forest classification.
In both classification confidence data sets, and also in the single random

Fig. 8. Collection 5 2010 MCD12Q1 500 m land cover classification (Friedl et al., 2010).
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forest classification, a faint striping pattern aligned approximately N.W.
to S.E. is evident. This is due to the Landsat-7 ETM+ scan line corrector
failure that introduced across-track stripes of missing pixels with differ-
ent spatial phases through time (Markham et al., 2004). Although the
30 m classifications were generated from temporal Landsat metrics
that reduce the impact of this issue, stripes become apparent where
there aremore discarded cloudypixels and fewer available observations
in the time series (Lindquist et al., 2008). For each subset themean clas-
sification confidence is 0.8136 and 0.6993 for the locally adaptive and
single random forest classification respectively, indicating that the lo-
cally adaptive classification is more reliable.

Fig. 10 shows similar results as Fig. 9 but for a region in central Cal-
ifornia. The subset is classified by MCD12Q1 into four classes: cropland
(class 12, 96.8%), urban and built-up (class 13, 2.4%), grasslands (class
10, 0.5%) and open shrublands (class 7, 0.3%). In the 30m classifications
these class proportions are quite different with many more classes
reflecting the heterogeneous landscape that is apparent in true color
GWELD 2010 annual composite. The evergreen forest classes and
much of the road network (red) are absent in MCD12Q1, likely due to
the coarser 500 m resolution. The urban areas and roads are by defini-
tion the same for both 30 m classifications as they are defined indepen-
dently by the NLCD derived urbanmask. Small ephemeral water bodies,

Fig. 9. Detailed comparison of MCD12Q1 500 m 2010 classification (top left), the single random forest classification (middle left), the locally adaptive classification (bottom left) and the
corresponding 30m classification confidencemaps (middle right and bottom right). For geographic context a true color GWELD 2010 annual composite is also shown (top right). Example
for a 27 × 27 km (900 × 900 30 m, 54 × 54 500 m) pixel area centered on 42.6278°N 118.1629°W near Andrews, Oregon (falling in GWELD tile hh09vv04.h2v5).
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such as near Dry Creek Canal in the S.E. part of the subset, are classified
as water (class 0, blue) in the 30 m classifications but are misclassified
as urban in MCD12Q1. In general, the differences between the 30 m
land cover classifications is because the majority of the crop/natural
vegetation mosaic (class 14) and also some of the evergreen forests
(classes 1 and 2) single random forest classification pixels are classified
as croplands (class 12) in the locally adaptive classification. Inspection
of the true color GWELD 2010 annual composite indicates that the ma-
jority of the landscape is agriculture. As noted earlier, croplands are spa-
tially and temporally highly variable and the use of local training data
captures this variability better than the single random forest classifica-
tion derived for all the study area. As in Fig. 9, the locally adaptive clas-
sification has higher classification confidence (mean 0.8386) than for
the single CONUS random forest classification (mean 0.7118).

Fig. 11 illustrates for each of the 17 land cover classes the CONUS
proportion of the resampled 30mMCD12Q1 pixels classified as another
(or the same) class in the 30m locally adaptive random forest classifica-
tion. The proportions are derived as Eq. (4). The 500mMCD12Q1 pixels
may be classified as several other classes in the 30 m locally adaptive
random forest classifications due to misclassification inaccuracies in
one or both land cover products and due to the different spatial arrange-
ment of the land cover at 30 m and 500 m. The classes with the most
mixed proportions, evergreen broadleaf forest (class 2), deciduous
needleleaf forest (class 3), woody savannas (class 8) and savannas
(class 9), are all poorly classified with low (b90%) producer's or user's
accuracy (Section 4.3). Across the CONUS for 13 of the 17 classes the
majority 30 m land cover class falling within each 500 m pixel is the
same asMCD12Q1 class. Themajority class proportions for these classes

Fig. 10. As Fig. 9 for a 27 × 27 km area centered on 36.7517°N 120.0795°W near Kerman, California (falling in GWELD tile hh08vv05.h2v2).
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range from amaximumof 95.2% (class 0, water) to 21.4% (class 6, closed
shrubland). The low closed shrubland majority proportion is expected
as this class is easily confused with grasslands and also with forest as
it is a transitional class between grassland and forest. Similarly, thewet-
land (class 11) and cropland/natural vegetation mosaic (class 14) clas-
ses have the next lowest majority class proportions (41.14% and
48.47%) and these classes are known to be difficult to classify reliably
(Ozesmi and Bauer, 2002; Herold et al., 2008). The majority (62.9%) of
the CONUS MCD12Q1 urban and built-up pixels were classified as de-
veloped high, medium or low urban density in the 30 m NLCD product
(Fig. 11). The purpose of this study is not to compare the MCD12Q1
and NLCD urban classification results, however, the urban class is in-
cluded in Fig. 11 to reduce bias because it accounts for a greater
CONUS area than several of the other land cover classes (1.52% and
2.37% of the CONUS were classified as urban by the MCD12Q1 and the
NLCD urban mask respectively).

5. Discussion

Global land cover classification is challenging due to the large vol-
ume data pre-processing required and the cost and difficulty of
collecting representative training data that enable classification models
to be globally consistent and locally reliable (Loveland et al., 2000;
Bartholomé and Belward, 2005; Friedl et al., 2010; Gong et al., 2013).
With the availability of analysis ready data, such as provided by the
global Web-Enabled Landsat data (GWELD) products, and the develop-
ment of non-parametric classifiers, the major challenge is training data
collection. Over large areas the optimal training data sampling needed
to provide a given classification accuracy is nearly always unknown.
Consequently, land cover mapping is usually undertaken in an iterative
manner by repeated training data collection and refinement, satellite
data classification, and then classification accuracy assessment, until
an acceptable classification accuracy is obtained (Egorov et al., 2015).
In this study a novel methodology to classify large volume Landsat
data using high quality training data derived from the MODIS land
cover product was demonstrated. This is advantageous as it (i) enables
the classification to be undertaken in an automatedmannerwithout the
need for interactive andmanual trainingdata collection and refinement,
(ii) provides a large geographically distributed training data set, and
(iii) results in the generation of a 30 m Landsat land cover product
with the same classification legend as the MODIS land cover product.

A training data pool was extracted from theMODIS land cover prod-
uct by judicious quality and spatial filtering. Given the considerable
training pool size a sample corresponding to 1% of the number of
North America MODIS 500 m land cover pixels was selected. This pro-
vided 479,751 training samples, which we note is more than five
times larger than the training sample set size used to make a recent
global Landsat land cover classification (Gong et al., 2013; Yu et al.,
2013). In addition, the training data selection was undertaken in a geo-
graphically systematic manner while ensuring that the selected class
proportions were the same as the North America MODIS land cover
product class proportions. This class proportion balancing is similar to
the MODIS Collection 5 land cover product generation approach that
utilized a Bayes Rule method to address training sample selection bias
(Friedl et al., 2010) and to that used for updating the NLCD land cover
product (Xian et al., 2009).

The detailed results illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10 are representative of
the results across the study area in that the locally adaptive random for-
est classificationwasmore coherent and had higher classification confi-
dence than the single random forest classification. This and the higher
overall and generally higher producer's and user's accuracies (that
quantify the level of agreement between the classification and the fil-
tered MCD12Q1 class labels present in the bootstrapped training pool
data) underscore the utility of the locally adaptive random forest classi-
fication approach. Locally defined training data are inherently more
likely to capture local spectral heterogeneity within and among classes.
Clearly, however, the utility of the locally adaptive random forest classi-
fication depends upon the availability of local training data. In this study
this was not an issue as the training pool data derived from MCD12Q1
were geographically well distributed and only 20 of the 511 North
AmericaGWELD tiles had no trainingpool data (ofwhich16were coast-
al tiles with small land portions) and when considering 3 × 3 neighbor-
ing GWELD tiles all of the tiles except one had training pool data.

The accuracy of both the single and locally adaptive random forest
land cover classifications was assessed by bootstrapping the random
forest implementation to derive confusion matrix based metrics. The
metrics quantified the level of agreement between the 30 m random
classifications and the rigorously filtered MCD12Q1 class labels present
in selected training pool data. This is not the same as an absolute classi-
fication accuracy assessment. However, we note that the filtering to se-
lect the MCD12Q1 class labels of the training pool data was quite
rigorous (only 500 m pixels classified consistently as the same MODIS
land cover class over the three years with classification confidence

Fig. 11. For each of the 17 land cover classes (rows) the CONUS proportions of the resampled 30 mMCD12Q1 pixels classified as another (or the same) class in the 30 m locally adaptive
random forest classification are shown by the colored horizontal area. The proportions are derived as Eq. (4).
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N50% and quality assessment set as “good quality”were selected). Con-
sequently, the selected training pixels were likely classified in the
MODIS product more accurately than reflected in the overall 75% classi-
fication MCD12Q1 accuracy reported by Friedl et al. (2010).

The level of agreement for the locally adaptive random forest classi-
fication was higher (95.44%, 0.9443 kappa) than for the single random
forest classification (93.13%, 0.9195 kappa). The class producer's and
user's accuracies that quantify the level of agreement between the clas-
sification and the MCD12Q1 class labels present in the bootstrapped
training pool data were also high. For both classifications no more
than four of the 16 classes had either producer's or user's classification
accuracies smaller than 85%. These high levels of agreement were not
driven by the use of an excessive amount of training data as 1% of the
North America 500 m and b0.005% of the 30 m pixels were used as
training data. We also note that although random forest bootstrapping
accuracy assessment is unbiased (Breiman, 2001) studies have ob-
served that it may provide inflated accuracies due to the presence of
noise and spatial auto-correlation in the training data (Kennedy et al.,
2015; Millard and Richardson, 2015). In this study, noise (e.g., due to
cloud shadow and residual atmospheric contamination, cloud, and
BRDF effects) was expected to be reduced because of the use of 20%,
50% and 80% percentile temporal metrics and because the metrics
were extracted from Landsat surface NBAR and normalized NBAR
band ratios. Spatial auto-correlation was expected to be mitigated be-
cause the training data were sampled in a geographically systematic
manner across North America and were selected nominally at least
one 500 m pixel apart, which is a comparable distance to the 600 m
training and testing sample block distance used in the NLCD urban
layer accuracy assessment to avoid spatial autocorrelation bias (Yang
et al., 2003).

Further research to validate the land cover classification results
using independent samples is recommended (Olofsson et al., 2014). In
particular, a systematic comparison of the land cover classification re-
sults with ground-based observations or higher spatial resolution
interpreted satellite data is recommended, for example, as undertaken
as part of the NLCD production process (Wickham et al., 2017). The de-
velopedGWELD30m land cover product is complementary to theNLCD
product. However, the NLCD product uses the Anderson Level II classifi-
cation system (Homer et al., 2004; Stehman et al., 2008) which is not
the same as the MODIS IGBP classification system (Friedl et al., 2010)
precluding their direct quantitative comparison.

Researchers are increasingly using all the available Landsat data
rather than just select cloud-free images for applications and science
(Roy et al., 2014a). An increasing availability of analysis ready Landsat
data means that large area land cover classification will become more
straightforward. For some users, especially those with limited internet
data access and computer resources (Roy et al., 2010b), the scope of
their land cover processing may be constrained. However, analysis
ready data such as the GWELD and MODIS products are available in
the high performance computing NASA Earth Exchange (https://nex.
nasa.gov/nex/) environment, and Landsat data archives are beinghosted
and made available in commercial cloud processing environments.

The computational requirements to generate the North America
classifications reported in this study were relatively modest. The
GWELD metric generation and classification were implemented using
custom C software. The processing was undertaken on a 64-bit Linux
computer with 512 GB of memory and 32 cores and parallelized by
tile with the processes distributed across the cores using the Open
Multi-Processing application programming interface (http://www.
openmp.org/). The total processing timewas 91 h for the single random
forest classification and 242 h for the locally adaptive random forest
classifications respectively. Consequently, a global implementation is
quite feasible as the methodology is automated. However, further re-
search is merited, for example, concerning the outstanding need for a
reliable 30 m global urban land cover product or classification method-
ology (Klotz et al., 2016), to consider the impact of scarce cloud-free

Landsat data that occur in many parts of the world and periods of the
Landsat record (Kovalskyy and Roy, 2013; Wulder et al., 2016), and
the potential for more sophisticated Landsat time series based decom-
position than empirical temporal metrics (Yan and Roy, 2015).

6. Summary

A novel methodology to classify large volume Landsat data using
high quality training data derived from the MODIS land cover product
was demonstrated for North America between 20°N and 50°N. Three
years of MODIS 500 m land cover product and 39 temporal metrics ex-
tracted from three years of 30 m GWELD data derived from 55,978
Landsat 5 TM and Landsat 7 ETM+ images were used. The GWELD
products provide consistently pre-processed surface nadir BRDF adjust-
ed reflectance (NBAR) and are publically available so that other re-
searchers may use them. They are stored in 30 m tiles that are nested
within the standard 10° × 10° MODIS land product tiles so it is straight-
forward to compare the MODIS and GWELD products and undertake
large volume tile-based processing. A data training pool was extracted
from the MODIS land cover product by judicious quality and spatial fil-
tering. All 17MODIS IGBP land cover classes, except theUrban and built-
up class, were considered. Each of the 500 m class labels was associated
to only one 30 m Landsat pixel selected using a previously published
method (Roy et al., 2016a) based on identifying the 30 m pixel that
most closely matched the “metric centroid” of all the Landsat metric
pixel values falling within the 500 m pixel. A total of 11,951,131,523
Landsat 30 m pixels across North America were classified. Two 30 m
random forest classifications (run with default settings and using 500
trees) were generated. First, the 479,751 training samples were used
to generate a single random forest classification that was applied to all
theGWELD tiles. Second, for eachGWELD tile, a locally adaptive random
forest model was built and applied to the tile using the single random
forest training data updated with other available local training pool
samples. To ensure locally adaptive classification consistency across
the tile boundaries the local training data were sampled from the train-
ing pool for 3 × 3 adjacent tiles to build a random forest that was then
used to classify the central tile.

The North America 30 m land cover classification results appeared
geographically plausible and at synoptic scale were similar to the
500mMODIS land cover product. Classification confidencemaps, defin-
ing the proportion of times over the 500 trees that each 30 m pixel was
classified as the majority class, revealed high confidences over water
bodies andwithin extensive deserts and drylands, reflecting the relative
consistency of these classes. Low confidences were observed particular-
ly over agricultural areas reflecting the diversity of North America crop
types land covers. Detailed visual inspection revealed that the locally
adaptive random forest classifications and associated classification con-
fidences were generally more coherent than the single random forest
classification results. The North America mean classification confidence
was higher for the locally adaptive random forest classification (0.761)
than for the single random forest classifications (0.749). The level of
agreement between the 30 m classifications and the MODIS land
cover product derived training data was assessed by bootstrapping the
random forest implementation. The locally adaptive random forest clas-
sification had higher overall agreement (95.44%, 0.9443 kappa) than the
single random forest classification (93.13%, 0.9195 kappa). These results
indicate that a locally adaptive random forest classification approach
should be used in preference to a single random forest classification.

The MODIS 500 m land cover product is available globally on an an-
nual basis (Friedl et al., 2010) and so provides a very large source of land
cover training data. It has been reprocessed three times and a new ver-
sion (Collection 6) will be reprocessed to reflect improved sensor
knowledge and improved input MODIS data and processing algorithms
(Justice et al., 2002). The methodology described in this paper could be
applied to other global land cover products such as the 1 km GLC2000
(Bartholomé and Belward, 2005) or the 300 m GlobCover product
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(Bontemps et al., 2011). Similarly, the methodology could be applied to
other Landsat-likemoderate spatial resolution data, such as provided by
Sentinel-2 (Drusch et al., 2012) andwork is currently underway to pro-
cess Sentinel-2 data into registration with Landsat data in GWELD tiles
(Yan et al., 2016; Roy et al., 2016b) to enable their utility for multi-
source land cover classification.
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